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Abstract 

Let G = (V, E) be a simple, connected, undirected and finite graph. In this 

paper, we investigated bounds for the dominator chromatic number and its 

relationship with other parameters like strong (weak) domination number and 

independent strong (weak) domination number of a family of Circulant 

graphs. A graph G has a dominator colouring if it has a proper colouring in 

which each vertex of the graph dominates every vertex of some colour class. 

The minimum number of colour classes needed for the dominator colouring of 

a graph G is the dominator chromatic number and is denoted by χd(G). ⌈𝑥⌉ 

denotes the greatest integer not greater than x. ⌊𝑥⌋ denotes the least integer not 

less than x and [𝑥] denotes the integer part of x. 

Keywords: Colouring, Vertex Colouring, Domination, Domination number, 

Strong (weak) domination number, Independent strong(weak) domination 

number, Dominator colouring ,Dominator chromatic number, Circulant 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Let G = (V,E) be a simple, finite, undirected and connected graph. Every undirected 

Cycle graph is a Circulant graph. A Circulant graph is an extension of a ring with 

increased connectivity. It is also called a cyclic graph. Circulant graphs are always 
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regular graphs. 

 

1.1 Basic definitions and Notions: 

Graph colouring has played a major role in the development of Graph Theory. A 

colouring of a graph G using atmost n colours is called a n-colouring. A proper 

colouring of a graph G is a function c: V→ {1, 2, 3….n} such that any two adjacent 

vertices have different colours. The minimum number of colours needed to colour the 

vertices of the graph such that no two adjacent vertices receive the same colour is 

called the chromatic number. It is denoted by χ(G).A graph G is set to be n colourable 

if χ(G)≤ n [1]. A dominating set D is a non-empty subset of vertex set V in a graph G 

such that every vertex in V-D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D. The minimum 

cardinality of the minimal dominating set is called the domination number γ(G) of the 

graph G. Finding the minimum dominating set is NP- complete [4]. A colour class is 

the set of vertices having the same colour. A dominator colouring of a graph is a 

proper colouring in which each vertex of the graph dominates every vertex of the 

some colour class. The dominator chromatic number χd(G) is the minimum number of 

colour classes in a dominator colouring of a graph G. Finding the minimal dominator 

colouring is also NP- complete on arbitrary graphs [10].The open neighbourhood of a 

vertex x in V(G) is N(x) = {xy ∈V(G) / xy ∈ E(G)} and the closed neighbourhood of 

x in V(G) is N[x]= N(x)∪{x}. A colouring of a graph G using atmost n colours is 

called n-colouring. As a Circulant graph is a regular graph we have ∆ (𝐺) = 𝛿(𝐺) =

𝑟. A non-empty subset S of V(G) is said to be a strong(weak) dominating set of G if 

for all v∈ S′ there exist u ∈ S such that u and v are adjacent and deg(u)≥ deg(v). It is 

denoted by γs(G). It has been introduced by E.sampath kumar and L.pushpalatha [11]. 

A non-empty subset S of V(G) is called an independent strong(weak) dominating set 

of G if S is a strong(weak) dominating set in which no two vertices are adjacent. It is 

denoted by is (G). 

 In this paper we worked with Circulant graphs such as Andra'sfai graph, Cocktail 

party graph, Antiprism graph and Musical graph. We studied their Dominator 

chromatic number, Strong(weak) domination number and Independent strong(weak) 

domination number. 

 

2. DOMINATOR COLOURING OF  CIRCULANT GRAPHS: 

In this section, we discussed the dominator chromatic number of some families of 

Circulant graphs and also investigated the strong (weak) domination number and 

independent strong (weak) domination number of those graphs. 
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Definition 2.1: 

A Circulant graph is a graph which has a circulant adjacency matrix. It is a graph of n 

vertices in which the ithgraph vertex is joined to (i-j)th and (i+j)th vertices for each j by 

the cyclic group of symmetry. 

Definition 2.2 : 

The n-Andrasfai graph [8] is a Circulant graph on (3n-1) vertices whose indices are 

given space by the integers 1,2,3,… (3n-1) that are congruent to 1(mod 3). The 

Andrasfai graphs have diameter 2 for n≥1 and is denoted by An.  

 

Example 2.3:  

Consider the Andrasfai  graph Ak for  n = 5 where k=3n-1 

 

Graph A14 when n=5 

Theorem 2.4: 

Let G =Ak be the Andrasfai graph with k-vertices where k =3n-1, then the 

dominator chromatic number of Ak is given by χd(G) = ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 2 , ∀n≥2, n∈N. 

Proof: 

Let G = Ak be the Andrasfai graph of (3n-1) vertices. Since G is a Circulant 
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graph so all the vertices are adjacent in a symmetrical manner and hence every vertex 

has the same degree. Let V(G) ={v1,v2,v3 ,…….v3n-1} be the vertex set of G.As per 

the definition, any two vertices of G are joined by taking congruent 1mod(3). Since G 

is a regular graph with degree n, it is possible to colour the vertices with n distinct 

colours. So assign  distinct colours  from  

1,2,3,  …to [
𝑘

3
] + 1 successively to the vertices v1 ,v 3 ,v6,…….v3n-6  of  V(G) and 

assign colour ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 2 randomly to the remaining vertices that are left uncoloured. We 

observed that each vertex either dominates its own colour class or it dominates some 

other colour class. Hence the dominator chromatic number is  χd (G) =⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 2, for all 

n≥2. 

 

Proposition 2.5: 

For the Andrasfai graph  G = Ak on (3n-1) vertices,the strong domination 

number is γs(G) =[
𝑘

3
] + 1, ∀𝑛 ≥ 2, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁. 

Proof: 

Let the subset S = {v1 ,v3 ,v6 ,…v3n-6 } of  V(G) be the dominating set of Ak. 

By definition of strong domination if for every vertex v in (V-S) there exists a vertex 

u in S such that deg (u)≥ deg(v). Since ∆(𝐺) =  𝛿(𝐺) = 𝑟 and the vertices of the 

dominating set S is strongly dominated by the vertices of (V-S) and the minimum 

cardinality of the strong dominating set is the strong domination number. Hence the 

strong domination number is γs (G)=[
𝑘

3
] + 1. 

Proposition 2.6: 

Suppose G is the Andrasfai graph with (3n-1) vertices, then the independent 

strong domination number  is(G) =[
𝑘

3
] + 1, ∀𝑛 ≥ 2, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁. 

Proof: 

Let G be the Andrasfai graph with vertex set V(G) = { v1 ,v2 ,v3 , …v3n-1}.Let 

the subset S = {v1  ,v3  , v6 , …….v3n-6} of  V(G)  be the strong dominating set of  G 

.Since no two vertices of S  are adjacent and also the induced sub graph <S>  has no 

edges, the strong dominating set S is an independent set of V(G) and hence it is an 

independent strong dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of an independent 

strong dominating set  is  

 is(G) =[
𝑘

3
] + 1, ∀𝑛 ≥ 2, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁. 
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Example 2.7:   

Consider the graph G = Ak where k = 3n-1 and n = 5 

When n=5, the Andrasfai graph has 14 vertices and degree of each vertex is 5. Let the 

subset S = {v1,v3,v6,v9,v12} 0f V(G) be the dominating set of G. Since each vertex of S 

is strongly dominated by the vertices of (V-S) and no two vertices of S are adjacent 

and so                           γs(G)  = is(G) = 5. Also 

c(v1)={1},c(v3)={2},c(v6)={3},c(v9)={4},c(v12)={5},c(v2)=c(v5)=c(v8)=c(v11)=c(v14)

={6},  c(v4 )=c(v7 )=c(v10)=c(v13)={7}.Therefore  χd(G) = 7. 

 

 

Graph A14 when n=5 

 

Example 2.8: When n =6, the Andrasfai graph  Ak consists  of  17 vertices and the 

degree of each vertex of the graph is 6.
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 Graph A17 when n=6 

 

Here D = { v1, v3 ,v6 ,v9 , v12 ,v15 } is the dominating set then χd(G) = 8 and  γs(G) = 

6= is(G). 

Observation 2.9: 

When G is the Andrasfai graph with 3n-1 vertices  

γ (G) = γ s(G) =γw (G) = is(G)=iw(G) = n and χd(G)= [
𝑘

3
] + 1, for all n≥2. 

 

3. THE DOMINATOR CHROMATIC NUMBER, STRONG(WEAK) 

DOMINATION NUMBER AND INDEPENDENT STRONG(WEAK) 

DOMINATION NUMBER OF THE COCKTAIL PARTY GRAPH: 

In this section, we obtained the dominator chromatic number, strong(weak) 

domination number and independent strong(weak) domination number of the Cocktail 

party graph. 

Definition 3.1: 

The Cocktail party graph is a graph consisting of two rows of paired vertices in which 

all the vertices except the paired ones are joined by an edge and is denoted by CPk , 

where k=2n, for all n≥2. It is also called hyper octahedral graph or Roberts graph. 
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Example 3.2: 

Consider the Cocktail party graph  CPk which has 10 vertices when n=5. 

 

                  Graph CPk with k=8 and  n=4 

 

Theorem 3.3: 

If G = CPk is the Cocktailparty graph of  k-vertices where k = 2n, then 

 χ d(G)= [
𝑘

2
] + 1 , ∀𝑛 ≥ 2. 

 Proof: 

Suppose G is the Cocktail party graph with k vertices. So by definition of 

Cocktail party graph, the vertex set of G is partitioned into two subsetsV1 and V2 such 

that V1∪ V2 =V and V1∩ V2 =∅. Let V1 = {u1 ,u2 , u 3,…..un} and V2 = {v 1,v2 ,v3 

,….vn} be the two subsets of  V(G) and all the vertices of  V1  are connected to  each 

vertex of  V2 except the paired ones (.i.e)  ui is not adjacent to vj for i=j where 

i,j=1,2,3,….n. Now we assign colours 1 and 2 to the non- adjacent vertices ui and vj  

and then assign colours from 3,4,5,…to [
𝑘

2
] + 1 successively to the  remaining 

vertices of  V(G). Clearly no two adjacent vertices have the same colour and also each 

vertex of the graph dominates every vertex of some colour class which satisfies the 

condition of dominator colouring. Hence the dominator chromatic number of the 

Cocktail party graph is χd (CPk) = [
𝑘

2
] + 1 for all n≥2. 

Proposition 3.4: 

Suppose G is the Cocktail party graph with 2n vertices then γs( G) =2 and 

is(G)=2  for all  n≥ 2 . 
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Proof: 

Let G be the cocktail party graph with 2n vertices. Let Si = { ui,vi} be the dominating 

sets of  G  for all  i = 1,2,3……n . As per the definition of strong dominating set, 

every vertex u in (V-Si), there exists a vertex v in Si such that d(u) ≥ d(v) and each Si 

are strongly dominated by every vertex of (V-S) and  also |Si| = 2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2,3 … 𝑛 ,  

hence  γs(G) = 2. Also no two vertices of Si  are adjacent and the induced sub graphs 

<Si>  of  G  have no edges and hence by definition of  independent strong dominating 

set, we have  is(G)  =  2.   

Example 3.5: 

Let G = CPk be the cocktail party graph of order k=10 .Let V1 = {u1 ,u2 , u3,u 

4, u5} and    V 2= { v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v5} be the subsets of the vertex set V(G) where V1∪ 

V2 = V  and           V1∩ V2 = ∅  ,Here ∆(𝐺) = 𝛿(G) = deg(𝑣) = 5 and Si ={ui ,vi} are 

the strong dominating sets of G  for i=1 to 5 .Therefore γs(G) = is(G) =2.  

Also, c(v1 )={1}, c(v1) ={2}, c(v2)=c(u2)={3}, c(v3)=c(u3)={4}, c(v5)=c(u5)={5} 

    Therefore χd(G)= 6. 

 

Graph CPk with k=10 and  n=5 
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Observation 3.6: 

For the Cocktail party graph with k-vertices where  k=2n  and for all 

 n≥ 2  we have γ(CPk)  = iw(CPk)  = γw(CPk) = 2  and χd(CPk) =[
𝑘

2
]+1.  

 

4. THE DOMINATOR CHROMATIC NUMBER AND STRONG (WEAK) 

DOMINATION NUMBER AND INDEPENDENT STRONG(WEAK) 

DOMINATION NUMBER OF THE ANTIPRISM GRAPH: 

In this section, we investigated the dominator chromatic number of circulant graphs 

and their relationships with other graph theoretic parameters.  

Definition 4.1: 

The  n- Antiprism graph is a graph which can be obtained by joining two 

parallel copies of cycle graph Cn by an alternative  band of  triangles .It is denoted by  

APn. 

 

Example 4.2: 

Consider the Antiprism graph G = APk with k =11 vertices

 

Graph G = APk with k =11 

Theorem 4.3: 

If the Antiprism graph APk is a graph of order  k = 2n  vertices then 

χd(APk) =     ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉+2  if k = 6n, 6n+2  , ∀ 𝑛 = 1,2,3 …. 

                    ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉+3  if k= 6n+4  
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Proof: 

Consider  the  Antiprism  graph  G = APk which is constructed  by joining two 

parallel copies of  the cycle Cn by an alternative  band   of  triangles .The graph G 

consisting  of  2n vertices.  Let A = {u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,…un}  be the vertex set of the first 

copy of (inner-cycle ) Cn .                 Let  B  =  {v1 , v2 ,v3 ,….vn } be the vertex set of 

the second copy of (outer-cycle)  Cn. This theorem is proved in two cases. 

We  divide the natural numbers  k  into two classes  i) k=6,8,12,14….(or) k=6n ,6n+2  

for all n = 1,2,3….. 

 ii) k = 10,16,22, ….(or) k  =  6n+4 for all n =1,2,3…. 

The following is the procedure for dominator colouring of the Antiprism graph. 

Case (i)   

When k = 6n, 6n+2  for all n = 1,2,3…  

The graph  G  has  k- vertices . Since the subsets S1 = {u1,u4 ,u7 ,…u 6n+2} and                       

S2 = {v2 ,v5 ,v8 ,….v6n-2} of  V(G) are the dominating sets of  G. So we assigned 

colours from 1,2,3,….to [
𝑘

3
] to those vertices and the remaining vertices of G are 

assigned by the colours ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ⌈

𝑘

3
⌉ + 2 alternatively. Thus there is no possibility 

of improper colouring and each vertex of  G dominates an entire colour class. This is 

a proper dominator colouring.  

Hence χd(G)=⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 2, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 6𝑛, 6𝑛 + 1 

Case (ii) 

When k = 6n+4 for all n = 1,2,3,… 

The graph G has k vertices. Since the vertices u1 ,u4 ,u7 ,….u6n+2 and v2 ,v5 ,v8 ,….v6n-2 

of  V(G)  dominates  every other vertices of  G , So we assigned colours from 

1,2,3,…. 𝑡𝑜 [
𝑘

3
] to those vertices  and the remaining vertices  are assigned by the 

colours                                 ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 1, ⌈

𝑘

3
⌉ + 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ⌈

𝑘

3
⌉ + 3 consecutively. Thus it is 

neither an improper colouring nor a dominator improper colouring .Hence the 

minimum number of colours required for a dominator colouring is χd(G) =⌈
𝑘

3
⌉ + 3 for 

k = 6n+4. 

From  cases (i) and (ii)   

χd(APk) =    ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉+2   if k = 6n, 6n+2   ∀ 𝑛 = 1,2,3 …. 

                   ⌈
𝑘

3
⌉+3   if k = 6n+4  
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Proposition 4.4:  

If  G =APk is the Antiprism graph of order k=2n and n≥ 3 then  

γ(G) = γs (G) = γw (G) = [
𝑘

3
] and is(G) = iw(G) =[

𝑘

3
]. 

Proof: 

Let G = APk be the Antiprism graph of order k=2n and n≥ 3. Let V =V 1 ∪ V2 

Where V1 = {u1 ,u2 ,u3,…un}} and V2 = {v1 ,v2 ,v3…..vn }.  

Suppose S = {ui  /for  i=1,4,7,10,…6n-2}∪{vi/ for i=2,5,8,11,….6n+2} is the 

dominating set of G then each vertex of S is strongly dominated  by every vertex of  

(V-S). As it is a regular graph, the degree of each vertex of G is the same. So the 

dominating set S is the strong(weak) dominating set of G and also |S|=[
𝑘

3
]  and  γ(G) = 

γs (G) = γw (G) = [
𝑘

3
]. 

Similarly, by definition of independent strong(weak) dominating set we have                      

is(G) = iw(G) = [
𝑘

3
] for all n≥3. 

Example 4.5: 

Consider the Antiprism graph APk where k=14 for n=7. 

 

Graph APk where k=14 for n=7 
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In this graph, D = {u1  ,u4  ,u7  , u 10 .u13  , v4, v5 ,v8, v11} is the dominating set of G.           

Here γ(G) = 9 and χd(APk ) = 12.  

 

5. THE DOMINATOR CHROMATIC NUMBER OF MUSICAL GRAPH: 

In this section, we established some exact bounds for the dominator chromatic 

number of Musical graph and its relationship with other graph parameters.  

Definition 5.1: 

The Musical graph 𝑛 ≥ 3 of order n consists of two parallel copies of cycle 

graph Cn in which all the paired vertices and the neighboured vertices are connected 

and is denoted by  M2n, ∀𝑛 ≥ 3. 

 

Example 5.2: 

Let G=M10 be the Musical graph. It is a regular graph. So ∆(𝐺) = 𝛿(𝐺) = 5

 

Graph G=M10 with k=10 

Theorem 5.3: 

For the Musical graph Mk of order k=2n, ∀n≥ 3 the dominator chromatic number is 

given by 

 χd(Mk ) =      6            if k = 6 

                     5            if k = 8 

                    ⌈
𝑘

6
⌉ + 4    𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 6𝑛 − 2  

                    [
𝑘

6
] +5     if  k =   6n+2 

                   (
𝑘

6
) +4    if k = 6n , ∀n≥ 2  
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Proof: 

Let G  =  Mk be the Musical graph of order k =2n and n  ≥ 3. 

Let V1 = {v1 , v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,…vn} be the vertex set of the interior cycle and  

V2 = {vn+1, vn+2  ,vn+3  ,……v2n} be the vertex set of the exterior cycle .  Let  vi  be  

joined to vn+i  and  N(vn+i) .  The dominator colouring of G is determined as below: 

Now we partitioned the natural number k in to three classes as follows: 

a) K = 10,16,22,28….(or) k = 6n-2 

b) K = 12,18.24,……..(or) k = 6n 

c)  k = 14,20,26,……..(or) k = 6n+2 , ∀𝑛 ≥ 2 

subcase (i): 

Suppose the value of k = 6n-2 ∀𝑛 ≥ 2 then the subset                                          

S1={v1 ,v4 ,v7 ,v10 ,……….𝑣
[

𝑘

6
]+1

 } of V(G) is the dominating set of G. So we 

assigned colours from 1,2,3,……𝑡𝑜 [
𝑘

6
] + 1 consecutively. Since S1 dominates 

every vertex of (V-S), the total number of colours required is [
𝑘

6
] + 1. Now the 

remaining vertices of G are assigned with the colours from [
𝑘

6
] + 2  to  ⌈

𝑘

6
⌉ +

4 successively so as to have  the proper colouring. We observed that no two 

adjacent vertices of  G have assigned same colour and every vertex of  G 

dominates  at least  one colour class.  

Hence χd(G) =  ⌈
𝑘

6
⌉ + 4. 

Subcase (ii) 

If  k =6n,∀𝑛 ≥ 2 then the subset S1={v1 ,v4 ,v7 ,v10 ,………𝑣
[

𝑘

6
]+1

} of V(G)  is 

the dominating set of  G .So we assigned colours from 1,2,3……to [
𝑘

6
] +

1 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆 without affecting the condition of proper colouring. Now the 

remaining vertices are assigned with the colours from [
𝑘

6
] + 2 to  [

𝑘

6
]+4 

successively. Hence the set S1 dominates its own colour class and also 

dominates every vertex of some colour class.  

 Thus χd(G)  = [
𝑘

6
]+4  for k = 6n, ∀𝑛 ≥ 2. 

Subcase (iii): 

If  k = 6n+2 , ∀𝑛 ≥ 2  then the subset S1= {v1 ,v4 ,v7 ,v10 ,……..  𝑣
[

𝑘

6
]+1}

} of  

V(G) is again a dominating set of  G.So we required  [
𝑘

6
] + 1 colours and the 
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remaining vertices are assigned with different colours from[
𝑘

6
] + 2  ,[

𝑘

6
] +

3 , [
𝑘

6
] + 4  𝑎𝑛𝑑  

[
𝑘

6
] + 5  which satisfies the condition of proper colouring. This is a proper 

dominator colouring and so χd(G) =[
𝑘

6
] +5  when k = 6n+2, ∀𝑛 ≥ 2 . 

From all the above cases,  

 

                        we  observed  that, 

                             χd(Mk)  =       6                if  k = 6 

                                                                                              5                if  k = 8 

                                                                                             ⌈
𝑘

6
⌉ + 4    𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 6𝑛 − 2  

                                                                                             [
𝑘

6
] + 5   𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 6𝑛 + 2 

                                                                                            ⌈
𝑘

6
⌉ + 4    if  k = 6n,  ∀n≥ 2. 

Proposition 5.4: 

For the Musical graph G = Mk with k =2n, ∀n≥ 3, it is obvious that 

γ(G) = γs (G) = γw (G)= [
𝑘

6
] + 1 and also is(G) = iw(G) =[

𝑘

6
] + 1. 

Example 5.5:   

Suppose G = Mk where k =2n and n = 7 

 

Graph G = Mk with k=14 and n=7 
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In this graph, D = {v1, v4 ,v6 } is the dominating set of G  so γ(G) = 3 and 

 χd(G ) = 7. 

Results 5.6: 

1. For the Andrasfai graph G = Ak ,  χd(G) ≥  γ(G) . 

2. For the Cocktail Party graph G = CPk , γ(G =2 and χd(G) =[
𝑘

2
] + 1 where k=2n,                

for all n=2,3,4 …….    

3. For the Antiprism graph G = APk  where k = 6n , 6n+2, 6n+4, for all  n = 1,2,3,…. 

we have  γ(G) ≤ χd(G). 

4. For the Musical graph G = Mk where k =6n-2, 6n+2, 6n and for all n= 2,3,4….. we  

have   

 γ(G) ≤  χd(G). 

5. Since the Circulant graphs are regular graphs we get 

 γ (G) =γs (G) = γw (G) and also is(G)  = iw(G)  =  γ (G). 

 

Observation 5.7: 

In this paper, We discussed four special types of Circulant graphs and they have the 

following properties: 

i) Every Circulant graph and its complement are regular. 

ii) All Circulant graphs are not Eulerian graphs and the complement of a 

circulant graph is also not an Eulerian  graph. 

iii) The adjacency matrix of the Circulant graph and its complement are not 

the same. 

iv) For every Circulant graph, there does not exists an accurate domination 

number. 

v) All the Circulant graphs are Hamiltonian graphs. 

vi) A  Complete graph is a Circulant graph but  its complement need not be a 

Circulant graph. 

vii) A Connected cyclic graph may be a Circulant graph whereas the 

connected  

acyclic graphs is not a  Circulant graph. 

viii) Every Circulant graph has a clique number and an independence number. 

ix) For every Circulant graph, there exists more than one  minimal 

dominating sets. 
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CONCLUSION: 

In this paper, we have established many number of results on domination, dominator 

colouring,strong(weak)domination number and independent strong(weak) domination 

number  of certain families of Circulant graphs. We obtained exact bounds for these 

parameters. We also attained their relationships with other graph theoretic parameters.  
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